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   IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE : : : :
TINSUKIA

Present:   Smt. Audri Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                   Tinsukia.

                                      G.R. Case No. 1293/12
                    Under Section 365 of the Indian Penal Code.

             The State of Assam........................................Complainant

                                      -Versus-

1. Shi Jintu Tassa …………………. .........Accused person   

Appearance :-

             Sri B.B. Yadav,

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor...............................For the State

             Sri Shreeram Prasad,

             Ld. Advocate.................................................For the accused

 

          Evidence recorded on   : 11.03.15, 30.09.15, 03.05.16, 02.05.17,
        21.06.17 & 05.01.18

          Date of Argument         : 06.11.19

          Date of Judgment          : 20.11.2019
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                                              J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T

 1.  The prosecution case in brief is that an Ejahar was

lodged on 03.10.12 by Shri Rajendra Kumar Agarwalla alleging  inter

alia that  on  02.10.12  at  about  07-05  P.M.  his  younger  brother  Sri

Ramesh  Agarwalla  was  kidnapped by some unknown miscreants  at

gun point from his shop situated at Rangupriya 1 no. Patia Pather. The

whereabouts  of  his  brother  was  not  known and hence he filed the

Ejahar. 

                     2. On  receiving  the  Ejahar,  the  officer-in-charge  of

Tinsukia P.S registered a case vide. Tinsukia P.S Case No. 571/12 u/s.

365/34 of IPC, R/W Sec. 25(1)(A) Arms Act, R/W Sec. 10/13 UA(P) Act.

The police investigated the case and filed charge sheet against the

accused (i) Sri Pranab Gogoi @ Putul,  (ii) Sri Jintu Tasa,  (iii) Sri Buldhar

Baruah, (iv) Sri Ritupon Gohain  (v) Sri Biswajit  and (vi) Sri Deba Borah

(as  absconder)  u/s  365  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code.  Summons  were

served upon the accused persons and on appearance of the accused

persons copy was furnished and charge u/s 365 of IPC was framed and

the same was read over  and explained to the accused persons,  to

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. Later on, this

case was filed against the accused Sri Jintu Tasa vide order dated 28-

03.2017 and case was proceeded against the other five co-accused

persons  and  accordingly  the  said  co-accused  were  acquitted  on

08.05.2018 on contest. Later on, the case was revoked due to arrest of

the accused person Sri Jintu Tassa and case proceeded against him.

        3. The  prosecution  examined  as  many  as  8  (eight)

PWs including  the  I.O.  The  defence  was  of  total  denial.  Heard  the

argument and perused the evidences, documents and record carefully.
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Point for determination

  4.           The  following  points  are  considered  for

determination of this case:

(i) Whether the accused persons on 02-10-2012

at  about  07.05  P.M  kidnapped  one  Shri

Romesh  Agarwalla  with  the  intention  of

causing Shri Romeh Agarwalla to be secretly

and wrongfully  confined and thereby liable

for punishment for offences u/s 365 I.P.C.?

Discussions, Decisions And Reasons Thereof

                5.  The prosecution adduced the following evidences

for establishing their case:   

  6. PW-1 Shri Rajendra Kumar Agarwal is the informant

of the case and he deposed in his examination in chief that the victim

Romesh Agarwala is his younger brother. On 02.10.12 at around 7 pm

his said younger brother Sri Romesh Agarwala was in the said shop.

Just before the occurrence PW1 had gone to his attached residence

situated in the backside of the said shop and immediately thereafter

he heard some hulla inside his said shop and he returned back to his

shop. In the meantime he was informed by his staff and other persons

present there that his said younger brother Sri Romesh Agarwalla was

kidnapped by 4/5 armed persons who took him in a Maruti Van parked

in front of his said shop. He also deposed that the said van in which his

said younger brother was taken by the miscreants previously belong to

one Sri  Hiranya Boruah of  their  village and the said  van  was seen

moving time and again towards their said shop. After raising alarm the

villagers gathered in their shop and the matter was reported to police.

On the next day i.e. 03.10.12 he lodged FIR before the O/C Tinsukia PS
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in connection with the case. Ext. 1 is the said FIR and Ext. 1(1) is his

signature.  On the next day thereafter  the police recovered his said

brother Sri Romesh Agarwal from a village near Kakapather and the

police took him to Kakapather police station and thereafter to Tinsukia

police station.

 7. PW-2  Shri  Murarilal  Agarwal  deposed  in  his

evidence that at about 7 pm, his son Ramesh Agarwal was at the shop

and he himself was also present in the shop lying at the Gaddi of the

shop. At that time two youths with clothes of black colour and masks

over their face entered the shop, with arms on their hands. One of the

youths got up at the Gaddi and asked who the owner of the shop was.

He became nervous and got up and asked what the matter was, as he

saw weapons on the hands. There were two other persons outside the

shop,  they were also armed with a dao and weapon. These youths

threatened them to keep silence otherwise they shall kill them. One of

his staff went inside the house which was at the back of the shop to

call Rajendra Agarwal. Rajendra Agarwal came out from the house, in

the meantime the youths dragged Ramesh Agarwal out of the shop

and put him inside a vehicle and drove away. The four youths took

Ramesh  Agarwal  and  left,  they  tied  cloth  over  Ramesh's  face  to

prevent him from shouting or seeing anything. They raised hue and cry

immediately, they searched the locality but found no trace of the said

Romesh Agarwal. After two days from the said occurrence the police

recovered his son from near Kakapather, near the jungle. 

 8. PW-3 Sri Manish Agarwal deposed in his evidence

in chief that the incident took place on 2nd October, 2012 at about 7.15

pm. He was in his room at that time, the house was at the back of the

shop, at that time his grandfather, Ramesh Agarwal and two staff of

their shop were at the shop. His father was also at the house at that

time.  At  that  time one  of  their  staff  named Chetri  ran  inside  their

house and shouted that a few persons had entered their shop and took

away Ramesh Agarwal forcefully. Immediately himself and his father

ran out to the shop. Police was informed and there was questioning all
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around. He came to know the names of Pranab Gogoi, Jintu Tassa, B.

Baruah, Ritupan and another whose name he did not recollect.  The

accused persons at the dock were those persons who were caught by

police at that time. He had gone to the police station when he heard

that the accused were caught and he saw them.  

 9. PW-4  could  not  depose  anything  regarding  the

occurrence.

           10. PW-5 is also a hearsay witness and he could not

depose anything regarding the occurrence.

 11. PW.6  Sri  Romesh  Agarwal  is  the  victim  and  he

depose in his evidence in chief that that at the time of occurrence two

persons  covering  their  faces  with  black  clothes  armed  with  gun

entered into their said shop and one of them on gun point threatened

the staffs of their shop to keep mum otherwise they would kill  him.

After that one of them caught him from his front side and the other

caught him from his back side and dragged him to the gate of his shop

where an another companion covering his face with black cloth armed

with a gun told him to go inside the Maruti Van which was standing

outside his shop. Near the said Maruti van other two persons were also

standing by the side of the Maruti van and they opened the door of the

van and they pushed him inside the said Maruti van and drove the van

towards  a  road  which  leads  to  Makum side  in  a  high  speed.  Near

Chotohapjan  there was  police  checking and seeing the same those

persons  turned  the  vehicle  and  drove  the  same  towards  left  side

through tea garden. After going some distance in the middle of the tea

garden  road  the  said  maruti  van  got  trapped  in  a  muddy  road.

Thereafter the accused persons brought him out of the said van and

the whole night they made me walk through jungle and tea garden

areas. In the wee hours they stopped him near a pan shop where none

was present. They against brought another vehicle and they took him

in the said vehicle and drove the said vehicle towards Kakapather side.

They kept him in a house in a village situated nearby Kakapather area

and in the morning they kept him in another house. After two/three
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hours of keeping him in the said house, the Superintendent of police

and DSP along with other police personnel  came to that  place and

gheroud the said house and were searching for the owner of the said

house and in the meantime they rescued him from the said house and

took him to a hospital in their vehicle. The said miscreants assaulted

him several times while kidnapping him and he had sustained some

injuries over his person and they had pressed by legs by putting iron

rods over his legs. Police took him to St. Lukes' Hospital where he was

lying  admitted  for  about  one  week.  His  elder  brother  Rajendra  Kr.

Agarwal came to the hospital and he narrated the whole incident to

him  and  he  lodged  FIR  of  this  case  before  the  O/C  Tinsukia  PS

regarding the occurrence. Later on, he came to know that five persons

were arrested by police in connection with this case. He came to know

that their names were Pranab Gogoi, Some Tassa, Some Bitupan were

amongst  them.  The  miscreants  had  covered  their  faces  with  black

clothes  but  after  putting  him inside  the  maruti  van  they  all  along

removed  their  clothes  from  their  faces.  After  going  through  the

photographs shown to him he could identify the said persons.

  12. PW-7 Shri  Chandan Kr.  Singh stated that  he had

been working in the said grocery shop as salesman. The occurrence

took place on 02.10.12 at  around 7 pm. At the time of  occurrence

Romesh Agarwal was present in the said grocery and he along with

other staffs were also present. At the time of occurrence three persons

covering their faces with black clothes armed with gun entered into

the said grocery shop and aksed him as to who is the owner of the said

shop upon which he showed Ramesh Agarwal as the owner of the said

shop. Two of the boys got up on the Gaddi of the said shop and caught

hold of Ramesh Agarwal. He requested them not to take him away as

he is an ailing person taking medicines regularly. Then they threatened

him and out of fear he did not resist them from doing so. They started

to  take  Ramesh  Agarwalla  out  of  the  shop.  The  father  of  Ramesh

Agarwal  namely Murarilal  Agarwal  who is  an old person was sitting

inside the shop and he instructed him to call the other family members
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from inside the house attached to the said shop. He went inside the

house to call the family members and when he came back to the said

shop,  in  the  meantime  Ramesh  Agarwalla  had  already  been  taken

away by the miscreants.

 13. PW-8  Sri  Mohidhar  Gogoi,  the  IO  deposed  in  his

evidence in chief that on 03.10.2012 he was posted at Tinsukia PS as

2nd officer. On that day he was the in charge of the Officer in charge of

Tinsukia PS and on the same day he received the ejahar of this case

lodged by one Rajendra Kr. Agarwalla. After registering the same vide

Tinsukia PS case No. 571/12 U/s 365/34 IPC r.w. sec. 25 (1) (A) Arms

Act and r. w. sec. 10/13 U.A. (P) Act., on the same day he endorsed the

case for investigation to SI Nipen Mohanta. Ext. 1 is the said Ejahar

and Ext. 1(2) is his signature along with his said endorsement. After

completing  the  investigation  SI  Nipen  Mohanta  had  submitted  the

charge  sheet  against  the  accused  Pranab  Kr.  Gogoi  @  Putul,  Jintu

Tassa,  Buldhar  Boruah,  Ritupan Gohain,  Biswajit  Mohanta  and Deba

Bora,  showing  Deba  Bora  as  absconder  u/s  365  IPC.  He  was  well

acquainted with the signature of SI Nipen Mohanta. Ext.2 is the charge

sheet and Ext.  2(1)  is  the signature of  SI  Nipen Mohanta which he

knew.  

14.  So  far  as  identifying  the  accused  persons  is

concerned, it is seen from the evidence on record that except PW6 Shri

Romesh Agarwal, the Victim, none of the prosecution witnesses could

identify the accused persons. PW6 Shri Romesh Agarwal identified the

accused persons for the first time inside Court room while they were

standing in the dock. But during his cross-examination he deposed that

his  nephew  Monish  Agarwalla  took  photographs  of  the  accused

persons from the police station and showed the same to him and told

him that the same persons were arrested by police. He also deposed

that  for  the  last  two  dates  he  attended  the  court  along  with  his

nephew Monish Agarwalla and some of the accused were also present

on those two dates. Police did not call  him to the police station for

identifying  the  accused  persons.  Thus,  there  raised  a  doubt  as  to
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whether the victim identified the accused persons from his personal

knowledge or  that  he could identify  them after  going through their

pictures  on  the  mobile  phone  and  this  in  turn  raises  a  question

regarding involvement of the accused persons in the commission of

offence. 

      15.   Thus it is reflected that there was no Test Identification

Parade  conducted  during  the  stage  of  investigation.  If  witnesses

identify the suspects for the first time in the court, that identification

evidence cannot be easily accepted though it is substantive evidence.

Identification  parades  are  to  be  held  earlier  for  the  witnesses  to

identify  the  accused  concerned  in  order  to  lend  assurance  to  the

identification that maybe made by the witnesses in the Court,. As has

been pointed out by the Supreme Court in Hasib V. State of Bihar,

the purpose of test identification is to test the statement of the witness

made in the Court,  which constitutes substantive evidence, it  being

the safe rule that the sworn testimony of the witness in Court as to the

identify of the accused requires corroboration in the form of an earlier

identification  proceeding.  Such  parades  which  belong  to  the

investigation stage serve to provide the authorities with material  to

assure  themselves  if  the  investigation  is  proceeding  on  right  lines.

Therefore,  it  is  desirable  to  hold  the  identification  parades  at  the

earliest  opportunity.  Moreover,  an  early  opportunity  to  identify  also

tends  to  minimize  the  chances  of  the  memory  of  the  identifying

witnesses fading away due to long lapse of time. 

 16. Considering  the  above  reasons,  I  find  that  the

accused person is not guilty of committing the offence u/s 365 IPC.

Accordingly, he is acquitted and I exonerate the accused person Sri

Jintu Tassa from the offence punishable u/s 365 of the IPC, setting him

at liberty forthwith. 
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  17. This case is accordingly disposed of.

 Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 20th

day of November, 2019.

 Dictated and corrected by me.

  ( A. Bhattacharyya )                  ( A.Bhattacharyya)
      Chief judicial Magistrate,                         Chief Judicial Magistrate,

     Tinsukia.                                               Tinsukia.  
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

P.W1- Sri Rajendra Kumar Agarwal

P.W2- Sri Murarilal Agarwal

P.W3- Sri Manish Agarwal

P.W4- Sri Prabin Dutta

P.W5- Smt. Prem Chand Agarwal

P.W6- Sri Romesh Agarwal

P.W7- Sri Chandan Kr. Singh

P.W8- Sri Mohidhar Gogoi, IO.

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext.1- Ejahar,

Ext.2- Charge-sheet.

                   (A. Bhattacharyya)
                    Chief Judicial Magistrate,

     Tinsukia.


